case study

Brussels Airport Specifies an Integrated Building
Management Solution in Interest of First Class
Service Delivery
Airports demand uptime. First class service delivery is
dependent upon regulatory compliance and technical
installations being operational 24/7. At Brussels Airport an
integrated building management solution delivers real time
monitoring and control of 13 vital sub systems. It combines
with a strong, responsive maintenance capability to deliver customer satisfaction.
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“We require high quality and remarkable
technical performance”, says Roger Cnop,
VP Infrastructure and Facilities. “Although
the airport is a complex whole with many
technical and human activities, it is very
important that we are able to measure
each activity. The quality of Honeywell
technology and the competence of its
people enables us to do this”.

Key Benefits:

l

Integrated Airport Management
System

l

Climate Control:

Airport Management System:

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
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l
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Increased comfort and security
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This facilitates efficient docking. Digital

a disciplined approach to driving
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incoming taxiing aeroplanes. The system
automatically detects the aircraft’s profile
and alerts the flight commander to any
adjustments required for ‘right first time’
docking.
Boarding Bridges:
Honeywell technology also manages
efficient operation of the boarding bridges
and reports alarms, defects and status to
the AMS.

“...it is very important that we are able
to measure each activity. The quality
of Honeywell technology and the
competence of its people enables us to
do this.”
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the customer places in Honeywell. The

cover. They fixed 42,000 issues in 2004!

real measure of customer satisfaction is,
however, the fact that the company has
signed another ten year agreement with
Honeywell Belgium.

Philippe Moucheron, Honeywell site
supervisor, says: “With so many vital
subsystems, an integrated building
management system was an absolute. It
gives the Help Desk a good overview and,
from this, quickly alerts us to any alarm,
anywhere on site.”
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